
Items needed:
Two lightbulbs
Salt
Two Eggs

Instructions: 
Using the salt to give yourself footing, you must stand two eggs on top of two lightbulbs 
in 60 seconds or less. Fail to complete the challenge in time, and you won’t have an 
“egg” to stand on. 

EGG STAND



Items needed: 
Four Cadbury eggs
Spoon
Measuring Cup

Instructions: 
You can’t make an omelette without breaking a few eggs. You can’t make an omelette 
with Cadbury eggs either, but you must extract the yolks from three Cadbury eggs to 
win this challenge. You have 60 seconds, and that’s no yolk. 
 

Items needed: 
Pizza baking tray
3 Pink Peeps
Enough Yellow Peeps to fill up the pizza tray with the 3 Pink ones

Instructions: 
In this challenge, you must shake, tilt, rattle, and roll the pizza tray to discard all 
but the 3 pink Peeps. Complete this challenge in 60 seconds, and don’t let the pink 
Peeps fall! 

STOP YOLKING AROUND

PEEP-ZA PARTY



Items needed:
Easter basket
Peeps
A plastic spoon

Set up: 
Set the Easter basket on stage ten feet from where the contestant will stand. 

Instructions: 
In this challenge, you will use the plastic spoon to launch Peeps into the Easter basket. 
You must get six Peeps to land inside the basket to win the challenge. Complete your 
task in 60 seconds, or you might not get anything for Easter! 

Items needed:
A basket of Easter grass
A table
Scotch tape

Instructions: 
Ever wonder how long a piece of Easter grass is? In this challenge, you must 
unravel six pieces of Easter grass from the bundle and stretch them out end to end 
on the table. Use the Scotch tape to anchor the grass end to end. You have 60 
seconds to complete this challenge. 

FLYING PEEPS

STRETCH OUT IN THE GRASS



Items needed: 
Plastic plates
Marshmallows
An Easter basket
A broom

Set up: 
Set the plates on the floor. Set the marshmallows on the edge of the plates opposite 
where the contestant will stand. Have volunteers ready to reload the plates as this chal-
lenge goes along. 

Instructions: 
The Peeps will be flying, but can you catch them? Drop the broom handle down on the 
edge of the plates to launch the Peeps in the air. You must catch 3 Peeps in your bas-
ket to win this challenge. You have 60 seconds to win or go home. 

Items needed:
Plastic Easter Eggs
Two Easter baskets

Set up: 
Set the Easter baskets on stage, a few feet apart, several feet from the 
contestant. 

Instructions: 
They say a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush, but in this challenge, you’ll 
have to turn two eggs in the hand into two in two baskets. Toss two eggs at a time 
using one hand, trying to get each of the eggs to land in a different basket. 
Complete this challenge in 60 seconds or less, or you’ll end up empty handed! 

CAT-A-PEEP

DOUBLE YOLK



Items needed:
Two Easter baskets with Easter grass in them
Six plastic Easter eggs

Instructions: 
If you want to win this challenge, you’ll have to put all your eggs in one basket. Move 
the six plastic eggs from one basket to another by shaking the first basket around and 
shaking the eggs into the second basket. Get at least 3 eggs into the other basket in 
60 seconds or less, and you win the challenge. 

Items needed: 
Nine colored jelly beans, including one white 

Instructions: 
Belly up to the table and show off your billiards skills. Using the white jelly bean as 
your cue ball, your task is to knock all of the colored jelly beans off the table. You 
have 60 seconds to complete the challenge. If the cue bean falls off, you can pick 
it up and start again.

EGG SLING

JELLY BELLY BILLIARDS



Items needed: 
Five Easter eggs, each with a different number of jelly beans in them

Instructions: 
Some eggs contain bigger surprises than others. In this challenge, its your task to sort 
the eggs by the number of jelly beans inside. Get the eggs in the right order in 60 sec-
onds or less, and you win! 

EGG SHAKER




